
1 Marcel Kronenburg - Carpets for Buildings - visualisation of 

carpets as furniture. 

2 Marcel Kronenburg - Carpets for Buildings - Experimenting 

with 3D-applications in carpets. 

3 Richard Vijgen - Design Studio for contemporary infor-

 mation culture - Visualisation of radio waves through ther-

mochromatic yarns. 

4 Eric Klarenbeek - Designers of the Unusual - print trial for 

3D-printed carpet tile made out of seaweed. 
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COMPOSING THE NEW CARPET
Designers and carpet makers intertwine their expertise

The professorship E-scape focuses on research in 
the field of product design and interior 
architecture. The current complex, highly 
individualized and advanced technological society 
poses designers the essential question of how our 
living and working environment can be designed.  

meaningfully.

A team consisting of five designers and 
Product Design students has been 
working on a contribution to the Dutch 
carpet industry’s innovation agenda. The 
motivation is the paper ‘Routekaart Tapijt 
2030’, published five years ago by Modint, 
the Dutch trade association of the 
fashion, interior, carpet, and textile 
industries. 

Innovation is necessary
The paper identifies opportunities and threats 
facing the carpet industry. It concludes that 
innovation is necessary in several areas. First of 
all, production needs to be sustainable, circular 
and flexible (on demand), and materials need to 
be biobased (preferably). Also, digital technology 
in carpets will enable new functionalities, as well 
as new three-dimensional applications for 
carpets and carpet waste. 

Intertwining knowledge
Five designers and design students were asked 
to come up with new scenarios that would 
contribute to innovations in the carpet industry, 
based on their own knowledge and experience 
and in collaboration with companies. The 
research aims to achieve innovations in the 
carpet industry that will involve applying existing 
(natural) materials (e.g algae) and technologies 
(e.g 3D printing, smart textiles)in entirely new 
and innovative ways.

Project partners 
E-Scape, Future Makers, Carpets For Buildings, Designer of the Unusual, Studio for 
Object Oriented Information Design & Research, Studio Unitt, Studio Tjeerd 
Veenhoven, Low & Bonar, Industriepark Kleefse Waard, Modint, Weltevree, WUR/
Food & Biobased Research.

Funding
Province of Gelderland, ArtEZ University of the Arts, all project partners.



Project partners
CLICKNL|NextFashion, ArtEZ, Saxion, Modint, Alcon Advies, Texperium, 
Stexfibers, De Reuver Breifabriek, Knit-IT, Van den Acker Textielfabriek, Enschede 
Textielstad, Beddinghouse, Collectie MeH, Moyzo, Tous les Chéris, Elsien 
Gringhuis,

Funding
NRPO SIA, all participating project partners.
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1   Going Eco Going Dutch for a more sustainable world.

2 Workshop Hemp Yeah. Traditional printing techniques 

applied to hemp fabric

3 Recycled denim fibers and hemp fibers.

4 Prototype products.

5 Mood board for GEGD-platform ‘Van O’.

1

GOING ECO GOING DUTCH
Towards a local circular production chain for fashion.

The professorship Fashion (ArtEZ) stimulates and 
contributes to the development of the theoretical 
context of fashion. This is done through research 
projects, new theoretical education programmes 
and (inter)national publications.

The professorship Smart Functional Materials 
(Saxion) focuses in particular on research into the 
development and marketing of high-quality 
textiles and research into the conditions for 
innovations in functional and durable materials.

How can we realise a local circular production 
chain in which locally produced fibres (e.g. 
hemp, recycled denim) are processed into 
attractive and high-quality knitted and woven 
fabrics, applied in durable designs for fashion 
products, with a concept brand in which 
locality, material reuse and sustainability are 
attractively communicated to reach the 
consumer.
 
Working together
In Going Eco Going Dutch, founded by the 
CLICKNL|NextFashion network, textile 
manufacturers and fashion companies work 
together with Saxion and ArtEZ to develop 
sustainable, locally produced textile fibres into 
yarns, fabrics and knits and process them into 
(fashion) products. Particularly, the above-
mentioned steps are addressed in a collaborative 
co-creation process.
 

Moving towards a solution
A special cooperation has been established in the 
chain, with new insights into and influence on 
closing the loop, with each party finding new 
solutions for the sustainability of its own 
organisation. By the end of 2017 the project will be 
completed with a number of pilot products.



Project partners

Consortium RaakMKB online/offline passende mode and Alchemist Fashion
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1   Magazine for Alchemist Fashion with conjoined augmented  

 reality app with which the collection can be viewed in 3D,  

 and also bought. Magazine and App created by interdiscipli 

 nary student group (Lloyd Roije, Chanel Trapman, Tetiana  

 Reshetnikova, Niomi Consten, Raoel Hulst) 

2 The collection of fashion label Alchemist made accessible in 

virtual reality. Application created by by interdisciplinary 

student group (Lois Lucassen, Yannick Mulder, Dominique 

Hoogvliet, Hugo de Kruijf)

3 Student working on 3D virtual prototyping, using software 

application CLO3D; a program which allows for digitally 

designing garments, and fit them in a virtual environment.

4-5 Digital 3D visualisation of coat (iNDiViDUALS). Simulation     

  by Floor Verhoeckx.

3

VIRTUAL FASHION
Design, realisation and experience of digital fashion

The research group Fashion Research and 
Technology consists of a multi-disciplinairy team 
and researches across fashion: Fashion Cultures, 

Smart garments, Virtual Fashion and Sustainability.

Virtual fashion is hot, and it is one of the pillars 
of the Fashion Research & Technology research 
group and the Fashion Technology Lab of the 
University of Applied Sciences Amsterdam. In 
this project we conduct explorative research 
about the possibilities of virtual and 
augmented reality for different fashion 
companies.

Explorative research
Fashion Research & Technology,  partner in the 
Click NL-NextFashion network,  discovers what 
technology has to offer to the fashion industry 
through applied research about design processes 
within virtual prototyping software packages, 
usability of different technologies in (online) shops 
and virtual fitting. Besides this, VR/AR offers 
numerous possibilities to showcase virtual 
prototypes. Moreover, we do explorative research 
about the possibilities of VR/AR for different 
fashion companies.

AR fashion magazine
Virtual prototyping has become increasingly 
popular and changes the design- and production 
process. The augmented reality magazine, created 
by an interdisciplinary student group, is a perfect 
example of this.
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1   Performing resuscitation in a virtual environment.

2 Students experimenting in the Fontys Explore lab.

3 A scene with an aggressive client

Project partners
Fontys Hogescholen (Mens en Gezondheid, Paramedisch, HRM en Psychologie en 
ICT), GGzE, Catharina Ziekenhuis, 360 Verbeelding

Funding
SURF Innovation Challenge
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VIRTUAL REALITY FOR EXPERIENCE-BASED 
HEALTHCARE EDUCATION
Growth by experiencing stressful situations in healthcare. 

The Center for Healthcare and Technology brings 
together partners from education, health care and 
companies in Brabant. These organisations 
collaborate to better connect questions from 
health care practice with available technological 
solutions.

Health care professionals sometimes have to 
work in stressful situations. How can 
simulation through Virtual Reality (VR) help 
students and professionals prepare for this? To 
find out, the team brought together students, 
teachers and researchers from the 
departments of Nursing, Physiotherapy, 
Psychology and ICT in a multidisciplinary team.

Real-life scenarios
The team collected real-life scenarios from health 
care organisations about stressful situations: for 
example, resuscitating a patient in a crowded 
environment, or handling an aggressive patient. 
Based on these stories the team designed a 
number of interactive VR-simulations and tested 
these with health care students, to research the 
educational effects on a VR environment.

Useful experiences
The Virtual Reality experience allows health care 
students (or professionals) to experience and 
practice stressful health care situations in a 
realistic way. The level of stressfulness can be 
varied by changing the context of the experience 
and adapting other relevant stressors.
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Project partners
SDG-labs Future Earth, The SDG Labs are multi-stakeholder processes to catalyse 
transformation in institutions, systems and sectors of society, such as the global food 
system, international governance, inequality and poverty or ecosystem services. The 
goal of this effort is to build innovations that can fundamentally change the systems 
that created the problem in the first place. The labs may focus on social, ecological or 
technological innovations or, more likely, a combination of the three. 
Municipality of Groningen. 

Funding

N.a.
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1   Jory Swart, Marterial research samples of hemp.

2 Rob van Haren, prototype of the grass protection layer of 

hemp.

3 Panarchy power is one of the sustainable goal labs related 

to developments goals of the United Nations.

The research group Art & Sustainability researches 
the role of the sustainable designer. An important 
focus is the continuing development of creative 
practices and relevant knowledge of materials, 
language, technical skills and new possibilities for 
making a living.

PANARCHY POWER: FROM IDEA TO 
IMPACT
Systematically applying creativity to create successful innovations.

The research group Art & Sustainability researches 
the role of the sustainable designer. An important 
focus is the continuing development of creative 
practices and relevant knowledge of materials, 
language, technical skills and new possibilities for 
making a living.

How do you systematically apply creativity for 
innovations that cause meaningful change? 
That is what the research group Art & 
Sustainability aims to find out.

Working together in the SDG Lab
For this project a Sustainable Development Goal 
Lab has been founded, to facilitate a co-creation 
process. In this Lab people work together based on 
the cooperative spirit. This collaboration stimulates 
the development of initiatives to create new 
opportunities. 

Improved working and living
The impact of the lab consists of creating new 
prototypes, such as a climatically adaptive 
neighbourhood (Oosterparkwijk) with urban 
farming, improved social cohesion and climate-
robust re-organisation of the living space. Other 
prototypes are a new business model for a ‘short 
food supply chain’, that brings together local 
farmers, consumers and the so-called ‘factory 
campus’. This campus needs to bring value into the 
area based upon regionally produced raw 
materials. In this prototype the production 
industry, education, research and 
entrepreneurship come together to create new 
value-and knowledge intensive biobased products, 
based on re-using existing commodities as much 
as possible. 

Panarchy Power is the driving force of meaningful 
change in the era humanity itself has created: the 
Anthropocene, the period we currently live in. With 
Arts & Crafts we can create driving forces to create 
change. Communities face a different environment 
and a renewed climate: an environment for new 
opportunities. 
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Project partners
The Hague University of Applied Sciences, The H/Retail Innovation Lab,
Stroop Rotterdam.

Funding
N.a.

1

1-2 Prototypes 

3 Co-designing an engaging pop-up space together with IDE 

students. The pop-up store was themed “to-kiss-or-not-to-

kiss” as kissing in public is, in itself, a cultural expression. 

The pop-up store needed to communicate this theme and 

immerse the visitor into a broader sensory experience as 

well as interaction with it.

The ‘Innovation Networks’ research group offers 
expertise and tools that integrate insights, design 
and testing based on design-driven innovation. We 
address complex challenges and work in networks 
together with governments, non-profit 
organizations and companies to design solutions 
that make our society more futureproof.

The Netherlands has several well-known 
souvenirs that do not reflect its current cultural 
reality. The Hague University of Applied 
Sciences wants to find out if and how it is 
possible to co-create culturally reflective 
souvenirs together with users in a themed pop-
up store.

Reflective design
The project aim is to re-design two Dutch 
souvenirs into a new version with a multicultural 
narrative: The Dutch ‘Kissing Couple’ (by lecturer 
IDE Gabriella Bustamante) and the ‘Stroopwafel’ 
cookie (graduation project of IDE student Aliana 
Bertolo). The souvenir prototypes and the ‘To-kiss-
or-not-to-kiss’ pop-up store have been designed in 
a reflective process  together with international 
students in The Netherlands.

A platform for co-creation
At the exhibition, different variations of the new 
souvenirs will be tested with visitors. The pop-up 
store itself will also be researched as a platform for 
co-creation (Anja Overdiek, research group 
Innovation Networks). The whole project 
contributes to the redefinition of touristic 
consumption and to the knowledge about user 
engagement in  temporary spaces.

POP-UP STORE: TO KISS OR NOT TO KISS? 
New souvenirs for a multicultural country.



Project partners
N.a. 

Funding
N.a.
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Bijschrift foto 21: Ihilique laborum velitatem fugitem rem eaqui 

cus sit doluptatur aut mi, tescita tiuntin venihiciae poribusam, 

quam sinihil igeniae vel illa verit occum fugit, volut verspis-

quam quatiur, culliquia quas qui verfero berati

Creating 010 is a transdisciplinary design-inclusive 
Research Center enabling citizens, students and 
creative industry making the future of Rotterdam.

THE SOCIAL DIMENSION OF THINGS
Citizens’ empowerment in a networked society. 

At Creating 010 (research Center Rotterdam 
University of Applied Sciences) professors, 
researchers, students, residents and 
(creatieve) entrepreneurs study the impact of 
technology on society. Their main research 
question is: ‘How can designers contribute to a 
resilient, inclusive, social and sustainable 
society?’ Following this: which participative 
tools or strategies could be developed to 
enhance this?

Redeveloping the shopping district
Our design research includes big-data analysis and 
participative research in living labs, urban labs and 
hackathons. For example, FutureBase is a method 
to discover relations between weak signals and the 
future trends they might indicate. In Participatory 
City Making new ways of urban development are 
studied and simulated. Both projects are 
participatory processes in which a wide range of 
stakeholders take part – including retailers, 
cultural entrepreneurs, creative makers, and 
residents.

Empowerment
So far (Smart) Technology research and 
development focuses mainly on technology, this 
research into the social dimension of things 
however, focuses on the empowerment of people 
in their daily technological living environment. 

3
Project partners
PCM: TU Delft, Dutch Research Institute for Transition , Retail: Municipality of 
Rotterdam, Creating 010, Rotterdam University of Applied Sciences, LAB85: The 
Patching Zone, Municipality of Schiedam, ARD, Mooi werk, Nationaal Jenever 
Museum, Stedelijk Museum Schiedam

Funding
NWO/SIA, SIDN, Municipality of Rotterdam, Stimuleringsfonds Creative Industrie 

2

1   Workshop Participatory City Making at FairDesignPlein  

 Rotterdam, June 2017

1 Idea and scenario generator

3 “How can ... make ... more transparent through ... to whom” 

... in order to ... ?
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POWERTOOLS
Designing for self-reliance

Self-reliance is an increasingly important 
skill for our society, also for people with 
an intellectual disability. Technology 
can support these people in conducting 
everyday tasks by themselves, so that 
their self-reliance is increased. How 
might clients and caregivers design 
technology, aimed at executing daily 
routines, together, in such a way that 
the clients’ self-reliance is increased?

Participatory process
This project makes use of the participatory 
‘research through design’ (RTD) approach, 
which centres around the development of 
empowering technologies together with 
clients and caregivers. While carrying out 
design cases at three facilities, new 
knowledge is developed about the content 
of the technology (design guidelines for 
this target group) and the participatory 
design process (applied design method).

Results
The results of this study include:  

Design methods for participatory design of 
technology that will help empower people 
with an intellectual disability.

Guidelines for the professional practice of 
caregivers to facilitate the introduction of 
new empowering technology for their 
clients.

Technological tools aimed at making 
people with an intellectual disability 
better able to perform their daily routines 
more independently. Self-reliance is an 
increasingly important skill for our society, also 
for people with an intellectual disability. 
Technology can support these people in 
conducting everyday tasks by themselves, so 

Learn, innovate, apply and learn from that again. 
The Co-Design research group of HU University of 
Applied Sciences develops and evaluates methods 
and tools to involve all stakeholders in the design 
process. This will build a bridge between 
technological possibilities and complex social 
environments.

Self-reliance is an increasingly important skill 
for our society, also for people with an intellectual 
disability. Technology can support these people 
in conducting everyday tasks by themselves, so 
that their self-reliance is increased. How might 
clients and caregivers design technology, aimed 
at executing activities of daily life together, in 
such a way that the clients’ self-reliance is 
increased?

Participatory process
This project makes use of the participatory ‘research 
through design’ (RTD) approach, which centres 
around the development of empowering 
technologies together with clients and caregivers. 
While carrying out design cases at three facilities, 
new knowledge is developed about the content of 
the technology (design guidelines for this target 
group) and the participatory design process (applied 
design method).

Results

1    
Design methods for participatory design of   

  technology that will help empower people   
  with an intellectual disability.

2  
Guidelines for the professional practice of   

 caregivers to facilitate the introduction of   
 new empowering technology for their clients.

3 
Technological tools aimed at making people  

 with an intellectual disability better able to   
 perform their activities of daily life more   
 independently. 

Project partners
N.a. 

Funding
N.a.
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Project partners
The Co-Design research group at HU University of Applied Sciences, the Zorg 
voor mensen met een verstandelijke beperking research group, the Lokale 
dienstverlening vanuit klantperspectief research group and the 
Levensloopbegeleiding bij autisme research group, all three at the HAN 
University of Applied Sciences, the Human Centred Design department at the 
University of Twente, TNO, Siza, Philadelphia, Intermetzo, Pluryn, Amerpoort, 
Kaliber, Oneseconds, NoXqs and U CREATE Centre of Expertise Creative 
Industries.

Funding
SIA and all project partners. 
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1   Prototype of an interactive stress ball which can be 

 squeezed or thrown against the wall, in a stressful situation.  

 The changing colours of the ball help to guide you in 

 reducing stress.

2 Co-creating with students, researchers and healthcare 

professionals is a returning event throughout the project.

3 Get Up, Stand Up is one of the concepts developed within 

the powertools project. Tangible reminders help to 

 structure daily activities. For example at the location of a 

task a timer is placed which will vibrate or change colour at 

a self-appointed time.
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The research group Circular Design and Business 
of the Urban Technology research programme at 
the Amsterdam University of Applied Sciences 
(AUAS) performs applied research in the field of 
sustainable technologies and circular design and 
the associated products, services and business 
models in order to help introduce these 
technologies and designs in the market.

Amsterdam ArenA is replacing all stadium seats 
and wishes to discard the old seats in a socially 
responsible manner. The AUAS studies how to 
encourage the local re-use of this urban waste 
material. Which products can be made from the 
discarded stadium seats of Amsterdam ArenA, 
and how does the consumer appreciate these 
products?

Prior research
Recently the AUAS finished an exploration on the 
viability of two re-use scenarios:
1) Upcycling of stadium seats into new    
 consumer chairs.
2) Possibilities for recycling at material level for  
 various applications.
This study resulted in different chair designs that 
are evaluated by Amsterdam ArenA for production 
and it proved that the material could be processed 
into new products with techniques such as 3D 
printing.

Capturing emotional value
In the present project, Amsterdam based designers 
were asked to make a prototype for a circular 
design that also captures the emotional value of 
the Amsterdam ArenA material. This six-week 
design sprint resulted in the designs of the present 
exhibition. During the exhibition the appreciation 
for the products by the consumer will be 
evaluated. 
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Project partners
N.a. 

Funding
N.a.
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Project partners
Amsterdam ArenA, Amsterdam Made, Urban Technology research programme, 
Amsterdam University of Applied Sciences.

Funding
SIA, KIEM-VANG arrangement, 
Urban Technology research programme, Amsterdam University of Applied 
Sciences. 
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1  Discarded plastic chair parts of Amsterdam ArenA stadium  

 seats

2 Granulated Amsterdam ArenA plastic in a pressure mould.  

 Prior research included testing different processing 

 techniques as well as the quality of the samples to deter-

 mine possible applications. The tests included two common  

 production processes for plastic – pressure and injection  

 moulding – and one experimental technique, 3D printing. 

3 One of the chair designs that were explored by the AUAS.  

The customised new chair frame is made by hand at Pantar,  

a sheltered workshop in Amsterdam, using recycled wood  

from industrial pallets. This potentially offers a good 

 solution for producing the designed chair in a limited 

 edition. 

4 Large- scale 3D printing with a robotic arm (with the colla-

boration of HB3D), using a granulate version of the Amster-

dam ArenA plastic. 3D printing was explored as a potential 

production technique because it would enable non-stan-

dard and local manufacturing in small batches. This digital 

production technology could contribute to circularity, sui-

ting the criteria for local production using small amounts of 

recycled plastic.

RE-USING AMSTERDAM ARENA STADIUM 
SEATS
Valuable second life: examples of circular design with a waste material.

3

Insights
This project allowed Dutch designers to become 
more familiar with the possibilities of circular 
design. Insight in consumer appreciation for the 
designed products will provide valuable 
information for circular design using waste 
streams.



Project partners
NHL University of Applied Sciences - Frisian Design Factory, Library Service Fryslân 
- Knowledge- and Innovation Centre, Friesland College - D’lab Fablab, XYZ-Cargo, 
Open Sources design by N55 en Till Wolfer.

Funding

Library Service Fryslân - Knowledge- and Innovation Centre

The Open Innovation Research Group investigates 
how organizations develop sustainable system 
innovations. We work from a multi-level design 
perspective to map the relationship between new 
products and social change processes. 

The library of the future is a focal point of 
knowledge, contact and culture. Library 
Service Fryslân has therefore developed 
Frysklab. This library truck on wheels has won 
the Presidential Citation for Innovative 
International Library Projects of the American 
Library Association in 2017.

As the library truck is big, the threshold for using it 
is high. Therefore, the NHL Frisian Design Factory 
was asked to develop a mobile miniature version 
of the makerspace for use in schools and festivals.  
Therefore, an interdisciplinary team of students 
- together with the D’Lab Fablab - developed a 
modular cargo-bike-lab based on an open source 
design of XYZ-Cargo. In this mobile lab, plastic 
waste can be converted into new products using a 
grinder, melter, 3D printer and web app that allows 
students to design their own product. 

The accompanying curriculum helps schools to 
deploy the system for educational purposes. The 
mobile lab will be used in the summer of 2017 
during the Welcome to the Village festival and with 
children’s performances by the theater company 
Tryater. 

The mobile makerspace will be shown at the 
European Parliament during the exhibition 
Generation Code: Born at the Library. During this 
event, the top innovative digital exhibits from 
public libraries across the EU will be presented.

MOBILE MINIATURE MAKERSPACE 
The Library of the Future: A place for interdisciplinary co-creation. 

1
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1   Is it a cargo bike? Is it a laboratory? No, it’s a miniature   

 mobile makerspace! 

2 Inside the original Frysklab, a library truck turned into a 

mobile makerspace. 

3 Where it all happens: The former Blokhuispoort Prison in 

Leeuwarden. A regional innovation hub in which the Frisian 

Design Factory is located. From 2018 on, the local library 

will also be located in this building. 



Project partners

Funcy: 
FabLab Enschede, Benchmark, Vernay, Artecs, Senovi, Nedap, People Creating 
Value, Protyp, BAM, KITT, LAYaLAY, Clafis, IDC, TKT, Fontys, MDT X-Ray. 

TexEnergie:
Thales Nederland, Philips Research, Bonar, Artex, Teijin Aramid, Polyned, Modint, 
De Berkel, Johan van den Acker, DPI-Value centre, TenCate, OICAM.

Funding

RAAK

For product innovation, it is important to respond 
to changing customer needs, using innovative 
materials and technologies. Research Group 
Industrial Design makes this knowledge accessible. 
Research Group Smart Functional Materials focuses 
on the development of high-end textiles and 
functional materials.

Nowadays products are increasingly complex 
and smaller at the same time, therefore the 
need for smart surfaces has arisen. At the 
same time, new material innovations make 
these surfaces possible. Saxion explores the 
latest possibilities and applications in their 
projects Funcy and TexEnergie. 

Great added value
Surfaces can increase a plastic or textile product’s 
value significantly. It can make a product more 
custom, intelligent or maintenance-friendly. Saxion 
researches how this added value can be made 
available for creating new applications using the 
latest techniques. How do you make surfaces self-
cleaning or antimicrobial? And how do you 
integrate electronics? How do you harvest solar 
energy with textiles?

Surface Lab
In collaboration with companies, we are searching 
for applications to integrate electronics into a 
surface and to make surfaces self-cleaning or 
antimicrobial. Interesting available techniques are 
investigated and tested. The new knowledge will 
be made available for companies to experiment 
with smart functional surfaces in the new Surface 
Lab, which will be part of Fablab Enschede. SMART SURFACES

More function with less material!

1
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1  Water repellent coating in action! The word “FUNCY’’ is not  

 coated which attracts the water to the letters. By tilting the  

 surface, the droplets will roll down creating a “selfcleaning”  

 surface!

2 Textile with integrated electronics. The electrical conductive 

yarn is protected by 3D printing polymer on top of it! This 

can be applied in a skirt!

3 Dual material 3D print: By printing with regular PLA filament 

and conductive copper filled PLA filament, a complex elec-

trical circuit can be realised on a 3D object! By creating 3D 

electrical circuits a construction helmet with integrated 

sensors can be realised.

2B

3B


